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Her Cover Zondervan
When a dear friend
vanishes, Regina Hackett
reluctantly turns to the
one man who can help
her--notorious rake
Robin “Puck” Blackthorn
with whom she shared a
scandalous encounter at
a masquerade ball.
Original.
The British Brides Collection
Baker Books
“A wonderful story of
mystery and romance.⋯
Amanda Quick is the queen
of romance. All of her books
are keepers, and Wait Until
Midnight is no

exception.”—A Romance
Review The sins of Adam
Hardesty’s past have been
discovered. And if he does not
hunt down his blackmailer
quickly, his secrets will be
revealed to all. But there is an
obstacle in his way: sensation
novelist Caroline Fordyce. She
knows that Adam’s quest for
justice could shatter her own
reputation—and mire her
family in lethal scandal. And
she fears what he may find....
Together, they will navigate
the shadow side of London,
venturing into an underworld
of cutthroats, connivers, and

illusionists. And as the mystery
grows ever deeper and the
danger circles ever closer, they
must guard not only their
secrets but their lives and
hearts as well.
The Book of Hallowe'en
Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
“Once again, the
incomparable Quick has
whipped up a delectable
Regency romance”
(Booklist)—about an ice-cold
business agreement that turns
into something far more
heated… The Earl of St. Merryn
needs a woman. His intentions
are purely practical—he simply
wants someone sensible and
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suitably lovely to pose as his
betrothed for a few weeks
among polite society. He has
his own agenda to pursue, and
a false fiancée will keep the
husband-hunters at bay while
he goes about his business.
The simplest solution is to hire
a paid companion. After all, the
sorry women who must accept
such employment are sure to
be grateful for any favor...
When he encounters Miss
Elenora Lodge, he believes his
problem is solved. Her dowdy
attire and pinned-up hair
cannot hide her fine figure and
the fire in her golden eyes. And
her unfortunate
circumstances—and secret
dreams of a life onstage—make

the Earl’s offer undeniably
appealing. But St. Merryn is
clearly hiding something, and
things seem oddly amiss in his
gloomy Rain Street home.
Elenora is soon to discover
that his secrets are even
darker than his décor—and this
lark will be a more dangerous
adventure than she’d been led
to believe. And Arthur, Earl of
St. Merryn, will find that the
meek and mild companion
he’d envisioned has become
both a partner in his quest to
catch a killer—and an
outspoken belle of the ball who
stirs a bothersome passion in
his practical heart...
Oriental Encounters Palestine
and Syria 1894 to 1896

Moonlight Masquerade (London
Encounters Book #1)
UPDATED FOR 2020 WITH A
NEW PREFACE BY NATE
SILVER "One of the more
momentous books of the decade."
—The New York Times Book
Review Nate Silver built an
innovative system for predicting
baseball performance, predicted
the 2008 election within a hair’s
breadth, and became a national
sensation as a blogger—all by the
time he was thirty. He solidified
his standing as the nation's
foremost political forecaster with
his near perfect prediction of the
2012 election. Silver is the
founder and editor in chief of the
website FiveThirtyEight. Drawing
on his own groundbreaking work,
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Silver examines the world of
prediction, investigating how we
can distinguish a true signal from
a universe of noisy data. Most
predictions fail, often at great cost
to society, because most of us have
a poor understanding of
probability and uncertainty. Both
experts and laypeople mistake
more confident predictions for
more accurate ones. But
overconfidence is often the reason
for failure. If our appreciation of
uncertainty improves, our
predictions can get better too.
This is the “prediction
paradox”: The more humility we
have about our ability to make
predictions, the more successful
we can be in planning for the
future. In keeping with his own

aim to seek truth from data, Silver
visits the most successful
forecasters in a range of areas,
from hurricanes to baseball to
global pandemics, from the poker
table to the stock market, from
Capitol Hill to the NBA. He
explains and evaluates how these
forecasters think and what bonds
they share. What lies behind their
success? Are they good—or just
lucky? What patterns have they
unraveled? And are their forecasts
really right? He explores
unanticipated commonalities and
exposes unexpected juxtapositions.
And sometimes, it is not so much
how good a prediction is in an
absolute sense that matters but
how good it is relative to the
competition. In other cases,

prediction is still a very
rudimentary—and
dangerous—science. Silver
observes that the most accurate
forecasters tend to have a superior
command of probability, and they
tend to be both humble and
hardworking. They distinguish the
predictable from the
unpredictable, and they notice a
thousand little details that lead
them closer to the truth. Because
of their appreciation of
probability, they can distinguish
the signal from the noise. With
everything from the health of the
global economy to our ability to
fight terrorism dependent on the
quality of our predictions, Nate
Silver’s insights are an essential
read.
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Memories, Dreams,
Reflections A W Exley
Lady Celine Wexham seems
the model British subject.
French by birth but enjoying
life in 1813 as a widowed
English countess, she is in the
unique position of being able
to help those in need--or to spy
for the notorious Napoleon
Bonaparte. When Rees Phillips
of the British Foreign Office is
sent to pose as the countess's
butler and discover where her
true loyalties lie, he is
confident he will uncover the
truth. But the longer he is in
her fashionable townhouse in
London's West End, the more

his staunch loyalty to the Crown
begins to waver as he falls
under Lady Wexham's spell.
Will he find the proof he
needs? And if she is a spy after
all, will he do the right thing?
Ruth Axtell deftly creates a
world where black and white
burst into a confusion of colors
and no one is who they seem.
Readers will be hooked from
the very first scene to the final
page.
Wait Until Midnight Oxford
University Press, USA
Romance from the Spectacular
British Isles Spanning over 500
years of history in the British
Isles, nine inspiring romance
stories take readers through

English gardens, around London
ballrooms, and within Scottish
castles. Follow along as each of
the brides-to-be encounter high
drama and epic romance on the
way to the altar. Will they survive
with their faith intact? Inspired by
authors like Jane Austen and
Charles Dickens, these nine
romances are penned by an
exclusive selection of Christian
fiction authors and will become a
cherished favorite for fans of
British history and literature.
Fayre Rose by Tamela Hancock
Murray Scotland 1358 – Fayre
was brought to Kennerith Castle
to tend the duke’s rose garden in
payment for her father’s taxes.
When the Laird Kenneth falls ill
with plague, only Fayre is brave
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enough to play nursemaid. Woman
of Valor by Jill Stengl England
1631 - Helen has come to Marston
Hall to care for three neglected
children and a household in
disarray. Both the gardener and
the lord of the manor admire her
inner beauty. Fresh Highland Air
by Jill Stengl Scotland 1748 –
When Hermione’s stepfather
takes over Kennerith Castle, he
retains Allan for Hermione’s
bodyguard. She is determined to
think the worst of Allan, until
someone is out to get rid of him
and the true heir of the castle
comes into question. A
Duplicitous Façade by Tamela
Hancock Murray England 1812 -
In obedience to her father,
Melodia agrees to marry a man

she has never met. But when a
masquerade ball is held to
celebrate the marriage, Melodia
suspects she has more enemies
than friends. Love’s Unmasking
by Bonnie Blythe England 1814 -
Matthew is certain a godly girl
does not exist among London’s
money-grubbing debutantes. He
imitates a fop at society functions
to repel them, but his own ruse
traps him in an engagement.
English Tea and Bagpipes by
Pamela Griffin Scotland 1822 –
When Fiona’s sister and Alex’s
brother run off to marry, the
families oppose the match
between a poor highlander and an
English nobleman. Fiona
impulsively goes after her sister,
and Alex follows. A Treasure

Worth Keeping by Kelly Eileen
Hake England 1832 - Paige is
thrilled to hear her father has been
hired to restore one of the
country’s largest collections of
antique volumes—until she learns
the mysterious earl is hosting a
house party during their stay.
Apple of His Eye by Gail Gaymer
Martin England 1851 - Sarah is
curious and independent for a
young woman of her day, which
leads her to fall in love with a man
who would never be invited into
the family manor as a guest.
Moonlight Masquerade by Pamela
Griffin England 1865 - Letitia, a
unassuming lady’s companion to
her cousin, quickly finds herself
the possessor of incriminating
information and the focus of
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attention from two mysterious
men.
The Virgin Who Bewitched
Lord Lymington Vintage
A new edition of a celebrated
contemporary work on race and
racism Praised by a wide variety
of people from Ta-Nehisi Coates
to Zadie Smith, Racecraft “ought
to be positioned,” as Bookforum
put it, “at the center of any
discussion of race in American
life.” Most people assume racism
grows from a perception of
human difference: the fact of race
gives rise to the practice of
racism. Sociologist Karen E.
Fields and historian Barbara J.
Fields argue otherwise: the
practice of racism produces the
illusion of race, through what

they call “racecraft.” And this
phenomenon is intimately
entwined with other forms of
inequality in American life. So
pervasive are the devices of
racecraft in American history,
economic doctrine, politics, and
everyday thinking that the
presence of racecraft itself goes
unnoticed. That the promised post-
racial age has not dawned, the
authors argue, reflects the failure
of Americans to develop a
legitimate language for thinking
about and discussing inequality.
That failure should worry
everyone who cares about
democratic institutions.
The Healer's Apprentice
Simon and Schuster
Passion and secrets simmer

behind the elegant façade of
Victorian London in A Bride by
Moonlight, another deliciously
intriguing romance by Liz
Carlyle that features the
dangerous men of the
mysterious St. James Society.
Faced with murder charges,
Lisette Colburne never
imagined aligning herself with
Scotland Yard—not with the
scandalous life she’s led. But
when Commissioner Royden
Napier proposes—that in
exchange for her freedom—she
pretend to be his wife so he can
unravel a brutal mystery, she
agrees. What neither counts on
is their sizzling, undeniable
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attraction. Sexy and action-
packed, Liz Carlyle’s A Bride
by Moonlight is a beautiful love
story set in Victorian high
society with compelling
characters and elegant,
emotional prose that will appeal
to readers of historical
romance.
Sex, Tourism and the
Postcolonial Encounter
Penguin
In the heart of Mayfair lies
the Clifford Charity School
for Wayward Girls, where a
secret society of
extraordinary young women
conspire to bring England’s

wickedest aristocrats to
justice . . . In London’s
brothels and bawdy houses,
sin and scandal run rampant.
Yet as Emma Downing
knows, far worse perils often
lurk within the lavish homes
of high society. Emma has
been tasked with uncovering
secrets at the Lymington
family’s country estate—the
scene of a rash of mysterious
disappearances. Samuel
Fitzroy, Marquess of
Lymington, is no easy mark,
and Emma fears he may see
through both her disguise and
her feigned indifference to

his seductive charm . . .
Recently returned to England
after a long absence, Samuel
finds his family in chaos
amid disquieting rumors
floating about town. His
young cousin has become a
worthless rake, several
housemaids have gone
missing, and then there is
Emma, who is clearly not the
naïve debutante she pretends
to be. Yet irresistibly
attracted despite his mistrust,
he joins her in a daring game
of cat and mouse. For Emma
will unearth the truth even if
it brings ruin to Samuel’s
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family—but the threat is as
inescapable as their mutual
desire . . . Praise for Anna
Bradley and The Virgin Who
Ruined Lord Gray “A
sparkling Georgian romance .
. . Bradley expertly balances
excitement, humor, and heat
to create a rollicking romance
headlined by a pair of
irresistible protagonists.
Readers will be eager to see
what comes next.”
—Publishers Weekly
(STARRED REVIEW)
A Book for a Rainy Day
Verso Books
Cultural critic Fredric

Jameson, renowned for his
incisive studies of the
passage of modernism to
postmodernism, returns to the
movement that dramatically
broke with all tradition in
search of progress for the
first time since his acclaimed
A Singular Modernity . The
Modernist Papers is a tour de
froce of anlysis and criticism,
in which Jameson brings his
dynamic and acute thought to
bear on the modernist
literature of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.
Jameson discusses modernist
poetics, including intensive

discussions of the work of
Baudelaire, Rimbaud,
Mallarmé, Wallace Stevens,
Joyce, Proust, and Thomas
Mann. He explores the
peculiarties of the American
literary field, taking in
William Carlos Williams and
the American epic, and
examines the language
theories of Gertrude Stein.
Refusing to see modernism
as simply a Western
phenomenon he also pays
close attention to its Japanese
expression; while the
complexities of a late
modernist representation of
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twentieth-century politics are
articulated in a concluding
section on Peter Weiss’s
novel The Aesthetics of
Resistance. Challenging our
previous understanding of the
literature of this pperiod, this
monumental work will come
to be regarded as the classic
study of modernism.
Film Form Revell
"The Book of Hallowe'en"
by Ruth Edna Kelley.
Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that
encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics &

literary fiction and non-fiction
to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce
eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in
a high-quality digital format.
Lie by Moonlight Harper
Collins
A beautifully packaged edition
of one of García Márquez's
most beloved novels, with

never-before-seen color
illustrations by the Chilean
artist Luisa Rivera and an
interior design created by the
author's son, Gonzalo García
Barcha. In their youth,
Florentino Ariza and Fermina
Daza fall passionately in love.
When Fermina eventually
chooses to marry a wealthy,
well-born doctor, Florentino is
devastated, but he is a romantic.
As he rises in his business
career he whiles away the years
in 622 affairs—yet he reserves
his heart for Fermina. Her
husband dies at last, and
Florentino purposefully attends
the funeral. Fifty years, nine
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months, and four days after he
first declared his love for
Fermina, he will do so again.
Moonlight Masquerade (London
Encounters Book #1) Revell
Moonlight Masquerade (London
Encounters Book #1)Baker Books
Paperbound Books in Print
Routledge
In author Melanie Dickenson’s
new book, a young healer’s
apprentice named Rose believes
she will never marry ... until she
meets Lord Hamlin, the future
ruler of her village. Hamlin is
everything she could ever
want—kind, understanding, and a
man of faith—but her low station
and the fact he’s already
betrothed to a mysterious woman
makes their romance impossible.

As Lord Hamlin seeks to find the
sorcerer who cursed his future
bride, Rose’s life spins toward
confusion. A creative retelling of
the classic Sleeping Beauty tale.
Her Good Name Penguin
"Picturesque London" by Percy
Fitzgerald. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From
well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are

user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
Racecraft Moody Publishers
After being abruptly jilted,
Sophie Kincaid flees to the
place her friend Kim Aldredge
calls heaven on earth. But
Sophie's first taste of Edilean is
far from heavenly: after her car
breaks down on a country road,
she is nearly run over by a
speeding sports car. A small
act of revenge brings some
satisfaction, and word quickly
spreads that a gorgeous
newcomer gave the driver, the
notoriously bitter Dr. Reede
Aldredge, a dressing down!
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But it isn't the first time the
fiery artist has gone too far for
payback; a secret possession
she carries with her could
shatter her ex-boyfriend's
future. Reede Aldredge has
secrets, too, including a desire
to get closer to the beauty who
is turning his dark world upside-
down. Under the night skies,
their masquerade is magic-but
will it turn to stardust by the
light of day?
The Modernist Papers Penguin
Lady Celine Wexham seems
the model British subject.
French by birth but enjoying
life in 1813 as a widowed
English countess, she is in the

unique position of being able to
help those in need--or to spy for
the notorious Napoleon
Bonaparte. When Rees Phillips
of the British Foreign Office is
sent to pose as the countess's
butler and discover where her
true loyalties lie, he is confident
he will uncover the truth. But
the longer he is in her
fashionable townhouse in
London's West End, the more
his staunch loyalty to the
Crown begins to waver as he
falls under Lady Wexham's
spell. Will he find the proof he
needs? And if she is a spy after
all, will he do the right thing?
Ruth Axtell deftly creates a

world where black and white
burst into a confusion of colors
and no one is who they seem.
Readers will be hooked from
the very first scene to the final
page.
A Book of Scoundrels HQN
Books
An unthinkable danger. An
unexpected choice. Annabel, once
the daughter of a wealthy
merchant, is trapped in indentured
servitude to Lord Ranulf, a
recluse who is rumored to be both
terrifying and beastly. Her
circumstances are made even
worse by the proximity of Lord
Ranulf’s bailiff—a revolting man
who has made unwelcome
advances on Annabel in the past.
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Believing that life in a nunnery is
the best way to escape the
escalation of the bailiff’s vile
behavior and to preserve the faith
that sustains her, Annabel is
surprised to discover a sense of
security and joy in her encounters
with Lord Ranulf. As Annabel
struggles to confront her feelings,
she is involved in a situation that
could place Ranulf in grave
danger. Ranulf’s future, and
possibly his heart, may rest in her
hands, and Annabel must decide
whether to follow the plans she
has cherished or the calling God
has placed on her heart.
Kiss of the Rose Good Press
Against her better judgment,
Miss Hester Leighton, a naive
American heiress, is drawn to

Major Gerrit Hawkes, a
penniless soldier in desperate
need of redemption and love,
until her father, who has
forbidden their union, sets out
to destroy them both. Original.
The Rogue's Redemption
Vintage
Illustrated by revealing
interviews with women and
men in the tourist resorts in
the Sinai, Egypt, this book is
ostensibly about western
women who sleep with
'native' men while on
holiday. Broadening the
scope of issues involved, it
examines the link between

these holiday romances and a
much wider romanticism of
place and people - of the
landscapes of paradise,
deserts and the lure of the
Bedouin sheikh - that are
used to sell these
destinations. It argues that
the romantic stereotyping and
deliberate positioning of
'Third World' resorts as
places that somehow exist
outside of the modernities the
women come from is
inextricably bound up in the
relationships. Similarly, for
the local man the tourist
resort is perceived as a place
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other than his own cultural
space and time and represents
a modernity that is otherwise
only found in the 'West'. The
relationships that ensue can
therefore only occur because
the tourist resort acts as an
intermediate space. In
analyzing the interaction of
these men and women within
the context of modernity, the
book provides insights into
gender issues to do with
globalization, travel and
sexuality, as well as opening
up the debate on sex tourism
and showing this to be a lot
more ambiguous and

complicated than it might at
first appear.
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